Correction Number                  CP-1134

Log Summary: Correction of RT Ion Plan Module Table

Name of Standard
PS 3.3 2011

Rationale for Correction:
In Table A.1-4 COMPOSITE INFORMATION OBJECT MODULES OVERVIEW - RADIOTHERAPY in section A.1.4 Overview of the Composite IOD Module Content. The RT Ion Plan uses the ‘RT Ion Tolerance Tables’ module, but not the ‘RT Tolerance Tables’ module as indicated in this table.

Correction Wording:

In PS 3.3, in Table A.1-4 COMPOSITE INFORMATION OBJECT MODULES OVERVIEW - RADIOTHERAPY in section A.1.4 Overview of the Composite IOD Module Content:

Add a row for ‘RT Ion Tolerance Tables’ and mark this module to as being used by RT Ion Plan, rather than the currently marked module ‘RT Tolerance Tables’.